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Cubics cabinet

A XXL Cubics cabinet configurated in 
a ‘double’ grid , boxes finished with 
Rezign® Veneer Suits and regular decor 
shelves.



.CUBICS MODULAR 
SHELVING SYSTEM

DESIGNED TO BE FLEXIBLE, MADE TO LAST FOREVER.

The Cubics is a multifunctional, flexible display- and storage system, made from 
innovative and recycled materials.  The 20 x 20 mm steel tube frames give rise to a 
sleek and timeless design, for both work and the domestic environment. Finish the 
Cubics with modular closed and open boxes to create a lively and yet clean space. 

The Cubics cabinets are available with various accessories. For example,
small boxes (400 x 400 mm), high boxes (800 x 400 mm), or double boxes (800 x 
800), which can be retraced on two sides. The closed boxes are standard equipped 
with a push-to-open system. For the finishing touch, add planters for a greener 
space, bench units for lounging, TV boxes for a meeting, and not to mention lockers 
for the shared offices and spaces.
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.THE SYSTEM IS 
SIMPLE
Cubics create atmospheres and spaces that bring people together and enable 
users to be as comfortable in the workspace as at home. It offers ultimate flexible 
solutions for storage, organization, and display while remaining distinguished by its 
simplicity.

2x Shelf-4
1x Top shelf-4

4x Single box with 
door

Cubics small single-wide 4

5x Frame-2

Cubics xl double-wide 6

3x Shelf-6
1x Top shelf-6

3x Double high, 
double wide box

2x Shelf-2

1x Closed box double

5x Frame-2

1x Plantbox double
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.LIVING .WORKSPACE

DESIGNED TO LAST FOREVER 
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Cubics cabinets

For the headquarters of CBRE in  
Amsterdam, a 4-meter high Cubics 
cabinets with electronic lockers system 
finished with Rezign® Veneer. .CUBICS

IN ANY 
DIMENSION10
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.CUBICS
FOR A 
HOME FEELING

Cubics cabinets

Shelves in Rezign® Veneer Suits decor 
with open and closed boxes in a  
wooden oak decor.

Cubics cabinets

Shelves and boxes in a wooden oak 
decor with white steel frames.
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Cubics cabinet

A custom configuration of the Cubics 
cabinets, used as a room divider in the 
office.

Cubic cabinets

Different configurations of the modular 
Cubics system, shown in Rezign® 
Veneer Army, Coffeebags and Suits.

Cubics cabinet

The Cubics cabinet used as room 
divider. With shelf- and doors finished 
with Rezign® Veneer Suits.

.ROOM DIVIDERS
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Extra small single wide 

- Outer dimensions ca. 800x440x450mm (lxdxh) 

- Inner box dimensions ca. 370x400x390 (lxdxh) 

- Decor panel version   

- Rezign® version  

Small single wide 

- Outer dimensions ca. 800x440x850mm (lxdxh) 

- Inner box dimensions ca. 370x400x390 (lxdxh) 

- Decor panel version   

- Rezign® version  

Extra small double wide 

- Outer dimensions ca. 800x440x450mm (lxdxh) 

- Inner box dimensions ca. 760x400x390 (lxdxh) 

- Decor panel version   

- Rezign® version 

Small double wide 

- Outer dimensions ca. 800x440x850mm (lxdxh) 

- Inner box dimensions ca. 760x400x390 (lxdxh) 

- Decor panel version   

- Rezign® version  

Extra grid 

(390mm)

Extra grid 

(390mm)

Extra grid 

(780mm)

Extra grid 

(780mm)

.CUBICS XS

.CUBICS SMALL

EXTRA SMALL SINGLE

SMALL SINGLE

EXTRA SMALL DOUBLE

SMALL DOUBLE



Cubics cabinet

A custom configuration of the Cubics 
cabinets, used as a room divider.
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Medium single wide 

- Outer dimensions ca. 800x440x1250mm (l*w*h) 

- Inner box dimensions ca. 370x400x390 (l*w*h) 

- Decor panel version   

- Rezign® version  

Large single wide 

- Outer dimensions ca. 800x440x1650mm (l*w*h) 

- Inner box dimensions ca. 370x400x390 (l*w*h) 

- Decor panel version   

- Rezign® version  

Medium double wide 

- Outer dimensions ca. 800x440x1250mm (l*w*h) 

- Inner box dimensions ca. 760x400x390 (l*w*h) 

- Decor panel version   

- Rezign® version  

Large double wide 

- Outer dimensions ca. 800x440x1650mm (l*w*h) 

- Inner box dimensions ca. 760x400x390 (l*w*h) 

- Decor panel version   

- Rezign® version  

Extra grid 

(390mm)

Extra grid 

(390mm)

Extra grid 

(780mm)

Extra grid 

(780mm)

.CUBICS MEDIUM

.CUBICS LARGE

MEDIUM SINGLE

LARGE SINGLE

MEDIUM DOUBLE

LARGE DOUBLE
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XL single wide 

- Outer dimensions ca. 800x440x2050mm (l*w*h) 

- Inner box dimensions ca. 370x400x390 (l*w*h) 

- Decor panel version   

- Rezign® version  

XXL single wide 

- Outer dimensions ca. 800x440x2450mm (l*w*h) 

- Inner box dimensions ca. 370x400x390 (l*w*h) 

- Decor panel version   

- Rezign® version  

XL double wide 

- Outer dimensions ca. 800x440x2050mm (l*w*h) 

- Inner box dimensions ca. 760x400x390 (l*w*h) 

- Decor panel version   

- Rezign® version  

XXL double wide 

- Outer dimensions ca. 800x440x2450mm (l*w*h) 

- Inner box dimensions ca. 760x400x390 (l*w*h) 

- Decor panel version   

- Rezign® version  

Extra grid 

(390mm)

Extra grid 

(390mm)

Extra grid 

(780mm)

Extra grid 

(780mm)

.CUBICS XL

.CUBICS XXL

XL SINGLE

XXL SINGLE

XL DOUBLE

XXL DOUBLE

+ +
XXXL single wide 

- Outer dimensions ca. 800x440x2850mm (l*w*h) 

- Inner box dimensions ca. 370x400x390 (l*w*h) 

- Decor panel version   

- Rezign® version   

XXXL double wide 

- Outer dimensions ca. 800x440x2850mm (l*w*h) 

- Inner box dimensions ca. 760x400x390 (l*w*h) 

- Decor panel version   

- Rezign® version   

Extra grid 

(390mm)

Extra grid 

(780mm)

.CUBICS XXXL
XXXL SINGLE XXXL DOUBLE
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Cubics roomdivider

A XXL Cubics room divider configurated 
in a ‘double’ grid with a media/ tv box 
on both sides of the cabinet.



             S p e c i f i c a t i o n s                 

Single box with door, including push-to-open closer                   

Single box with doors, including key lock with 2 keys                 

Single open box                       

Single box closed                  

Single plantbox                       

Double wide box open                  

Double wide box with doors, including push-to-open closer       

Double wide plantbox                 

Single high box, with shelf, including key lock with 2 keys         

Double wide box closed                  

Double wide box with doors, including key lock with 2 keys     

Single high box, with shelf, including push-to-open closer         

Double high box, with shelf, including push-to-open closer       

Double high box, with shelf, including key lock with 2 keys       

Cubics seating element (without cushion) L1540 x  W400 x H1980mm (outer)

Cubics Seating Cushion, fabric class 1 

Double TV media element excl. media mounting

*Please note that only the doors will be finished with Rezign® Veneer. The box itself will be in a matching 
colour decor.

.ACCESSORIES .DIMENSIONS 
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*All dimensions are rough dimensions.

Inner dims: L334 x W382 x H346mm

Inner dims: L334 x W382 x H346mm

Inner dims: L334 x W400 x H346mm

Inner dims: L334 x W400 x H346mm

Inner dims: L334 x W364 x H132mm

Inner dims: L720 x W400 x H346mm

Inner dims: L720 x W382 x H346mm

Inner dims: L720 x W382 x H346mm

Inner dims: L720 x W382 x H346mm

Inner dims: L720 x W382 x H132mm

Inner dims: L334 x W382 x H746mm

Inner dims: L334 x W382 x H746mm

Inner dims: L720 x W382 x H746mm

Inner dims: B720 x D382 x H746mm

Dims: L1500 x W382 x H50mm

Inner dims: L1502 x W382 x H1560mm

Inner dims: L1502 x W149 x H1180mm



DOORS & SHELVES VENEER // REZIGN® VENEER

BOX, SHELVES & DOORS // DECOR

FRAMES // STEEL POWDER COATING FINE STRUCTURE

denim army coffee bags suits

oak 
H3157 ST12

walnut
H174 ST19

denim blue
U504 ST9

army green
U19504

flax
U156 ST9

black
U999 ST9

black RAL 
9005 FS

custom RAL
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Veneer made of recycled textile bound with bio-degradable plastic from potato starch. Boxes finished in Rezign® Veneer 

will always be matched with a suitable colour. See below the matching colours.

BESPOKE // CUSTOM MADE

.COLOURS & MATERIALS
LOCKS // BOX // LOCKER

The closed Cubics boxes are standard equipped with a push-to-open lock. Other options are upon request.

SPECIFICATIONS // CUBICS 
- The Cubics is a modular system that can be completely personalised;

- Core material consists of 85% recycled wood mixed with 15% sustainable thinning wood;

- Images are just an indication of colour and material but can differ in reality.

- Standard including height-adjustable feet. Black powder-coated frame. Flatpack transported on Euro- or extra long     
pallet.

- Delivery time is standard 8 - 10 weeks.

- We have a lot of custom-made options, for example, specific colours or finishes are possible upon request. Please 
contact Planq for tailor-made design options and prices.

- All products are available with FSC® certification on request. 

NOTE:

Different batches of old clothing and bio-based fibres may have different colour outcomes.

Elektronisch RFID locker system
Electronic lock for personal safety with fixed or changing users.
Instead of a key, the RFID badge or entry pass ensures a safe solution for your locker.

Electronic locker system with pincode
Electronic locker system for personal lockers with changing users.
Instead of a key, the 4-code combination ensure safe locking and unlocking of the locker.

Keynius® Locker Management Systeem
Electronic central management system.
Operated by RFID badge, pincode or smartphone App

Push-to-Open
Gripless push-to-open lock.
Soft closing with magnet connection

Cylinderlock
Mechanical cylinder lock.
2 keys included, lockingsystem can be delivered with or without safety certificate for 
increased safety and comfort.

.LOCKS

ON REQUEST
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.MAKE IT
BLEND IN
OR STAND
OUT
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Cubics room divider

A XXXL Cubics room divider with a 
custom bench seat fully upholstered.

Cubics cabinet

A XXXL Cubics cabinet in 
oak decor with a custom tv/ 
media box.



.ANYTHING 
BUT ORDINARY

CONTACT

Planq B.V.
Parabool 28
3364 DH, Sliedrecht
The Netherlands

T  +31 184 74 52 53

E  info@planqproducts.com

W  www.planqproducts.com


